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ABSTRACT

Collaboration is essential in companies and often physical presence
is required, thus, more and more Virtual Reality (VR) systems are
used to work together remotely. To support social interaction, human
representations in form of avatars are used in collaborative virtual
environment (CVE) tools. However, up to now, the avatar represen-
tations often are limited in their design and functionality, which may
hinder effective collaboration. In our interview study, we explored
the status quo of VR collaboration in a large automotive company
setting with a special focus on the role of avatars. We collected inter-
view data from 21 participants, from which we identified challenges
of current avatar representations used in our setting. Based on these
findings, we discuss design suggestions for avatars in a company
setting, which aim to improve social interaction. As opposed to
state-of-the-art research, we found that users within the context of
a large automotive company have an altered need with respect to
avatar representations.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Collaborative and so-
cial computing——Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—HCI design and evaluation methods;

1 INTRODUCTION

Collaboration in enterprises often requires traveling long distances,
which is expensive and also not environment-friendly. With digital-
ization solutions, the use of VR hardware and software is increasing
in large automotive enterprises. VR is useful in collaboration con-
texts to overcome the lacking interaction of conventional online
conferences [37]. Here, human avatars have been studied in the
domain of gaming [26] or social platforms [11]. However, a transfer
to the context of enterprises has not been examined yet.

To fill this gap, we studied the impact of avatar-supported CVEs in
the context of an automotive enterprise setting, as VR collaboration
is already used in engineering tasks. For this purpose, we conducted
an interview study with 21 key users. We use the term key user to
refer to anyone whose job function includes using VR tools on a
regular basis. Our semi-structured interviews aimed to shed some
light on the status quo of avatar-supported CVEs used in enterprises.
First, we wanted to grasp the key users’ usage scenarios and working
context in order to identify tool-related challenges (RQ1). Second,
we encouraged key users to express their experiences centered on
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social interaction with avatars and their preferences with regard to
their self-representation (RQ2).

Based on our findings, we indicate shortcomings of present
avatar representations and formulate design suggestions for avatar-
supported CVEs in enterprises. In short, our contributions are:

• An analysis of the current usage and experience of avatar-
supported CVEs in an enterprise setting.

• A set of design implications for avatar-supported CVEs derived
from our results.

With these contributions, we want to provide suggestions for VR
practitioners to improve avatar-supported CVEs and to enable more
successful collaboration.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our work primarily focuses on avatar-supported CVEs in an enter-
prise setting including VR head-mounted displays (HMDs) with VR
controllers and Augmented Reality (AR) HMDs. Hence, it is impor-
tant to note how people perceive social interaction and virtual human
representations [28], as certain forms of avatars have an impact on
the social entity [19]. Notably, behavioral information such as facial
expressions and gaze have a unique role, as the level of realism can
be increased [34].

2.1 Telepresence and Social Interaction
In immersive CVEs, it is important to give users the feeling to be
in the same room with a common goal [21]. Thus, users need to
notice a given incentive [24] to shape social interaction. Here, the
full potential of visualization to increase self-awareness, as well as
the presence of other participants has not yet been exploited [27].
Altering aspects of the virtual avatar might have effects on interaction
and relationships in a number of contexts, especially with defined
roles for leaders and followers [33]. However, in the area of non-
verbal information on social interaction, there are still open research
questions that arise with new technologies [6].

Non-verbal behavior is important to communicate feelings or
attitudes towards users and is more important than verbal signals
alone [4]. Baker et al. [3] established a heuristic to describe inten-
tional and non-intentional communication, thus, simplifying inter-
personal correspondence. It should be emphasized that hand gestures
alone are not enough to understand a remote user sufficiently [38]
as non-verbal communication also includes facial expressions.

2.2 Impact of Avatar Representation
Social interaction and the sense of embodiment of avatars hold a
significant matter on shaping communication and co-presence [16]
as well as user engagement [12] in CVEs, thus, increasing the sense
of inhabiting the virtual world [1]. Even though researchers [40]
found that virtual characters improve the value of social cognition
in CVEs, avatars varied considerably with regard to fidelity and
movement conformity. As social interaction tends to be determined
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Table 1: Key questions used for guiding the open-ended interviews focusing on two main topics. RQ1: What is the usage context of avatars used
in CVEs (tool-related)? RQ2: What are users’ needs and challenges with regard to avatars (avatar-related)?

Tool-related questions (RQ1) Avatar-related questions (RQ2)
• What is your role in using CVE tools and which tools do you use?

• How do users differ in terms of previous VR experience?

• How do you collaborate, co-located and distributed?

• How do you interact with other participants socially?

• What do you like/dislike about current avatar representations?

• How do you perceive other users/yourself in a CVE session?

by the avatar quality in terms of behavioral realism [14], body own-
ership [25] and trust [15], it is important to address reasons for this
certain impact.

Users who embody a less detailed avatar experienced greater
social interaction compared to users with full-bodied avatars [20]. It
stays unclear whether the results are based on self-representation or
interaction with others. On the other hand, research has shown that
visually realistic avatars affect the subject feeling of presence [25]
in terms of consistent motion representation.

Some researchers emphasize the importance of trust in CVEs
as the basis for social interaction. For instance, users feel more
trust towards a human-like avatar [22] and are comfortable when
in presence of likewise [15]. Yet, the latter fail to address ideal
avatar requirements. Other researchers argue that self-perception is
as important as perception of others for being social in CVEs, thus,
stress to provide personalized avatars [39] as extended possibilities to
express oneself while increasing social interaction [9]. Nevertheless,
it should be visible to users that their behavior matches what they
are doing as well as how their actions might affect the environment.

3 METHOD

In our study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with enter-
prise users to better understand their daily working routines with
avatar-supported CVEs. Our research goal was to characterize the
scope of key users’ challenges when working with avatar-supported
CVE tools. We collected data from 21 participants, which we then
analyzed by open and axial coding [7]. This methodological ap-
proach enabled us to gain insights into the practices, tasks, and
context from the broad data collected.

3.1 Participants
We interviewed 21 key users (15 male & 6 female) with a mean
age of 40 years (25 - 60 years) from 3 companies with a total
of 8 different corporate departments. All companies are based in
the automotive industry. Our respondents carry different roles in
their use of CVE tools. These include being a session moderator,
developer or engineer. The professional experience of the surveyed
participants ranged from being in their first year of work to more
than 10 years. Further, participants rated their experience with VR
tools as follows: advanced beginner: 1, competent: 7, proficient: 4,
expert: 9. The respondents were contacted by email. In addition, a
written call was distributed in an internal forum.

3.2 Interviews
The interviews were done individually. We started each interview
with a brief introduction to the purpose of this study: understanding
daily routines with CVEs and the challenges of using the available
avatars to communicate and collaborate with other participants. Each
interview lasted between 35 and 65 minutes.

Each semi-structured interview was conducted using a catalog of
key questions, summarizing our RQs (see Table 1). To understand
avatar-supported CVE tools and their context currently used within
the company (RQ1), we first asked questions with regard to the
tool in general to get an insight into the status quo. We identified
different stakeholders and distinguished distinctive domain tasks of
expertise. To interpret how key users collaborate in the CVE, we
inquired questions to describe the existing avatar representations and
then specify how current collaboration in CVEs takes place (RQ2).

3.3 Analysis
The interviews were audio recorded with the respondents consent
and then transcribed. Extensive notes were written during each
interview. To analyze this data, we leveraged an iterative open and
axial coding approach [7]. Our results culminated in Figure 1.

4 USERS AND USAGES OF AVATARS IN CVES

We found that users differ widely in their usage of VR tools. We
also inquired the CVE tools that key users work with to show their
prevalent virtual environment. Here, we found three different ex-
isting tools (see Fig. 2) as well as a couple of additional tools that
were named twice or less often. After defining the domain tasks,
we outline four different user types we identified (see Fig. 1) to
understand situations in which avatar-supported CVEs are used.

4.1 Domain Tasks
Our VR key users work within the context of an enterprise in the
automotive industry. In general, existing VR hubs are used and
supervised by staff that assists users with setting up their specific
tool environment. A VR hub consists of all devices needed to
conduct a CVE session with peers, co-located or distributed. We
identified five domains that users work in when using CVEs to carry
out specific engineering tasks (see Fig. 1, Domain Tasks).

Requirement Validation focuses on confirming the correctness
and completeness of all requirements in the development process.

Data Viewing is an integral part of the development process.
Compared to traditional 2D screens or printouts, immersive VR
environments provided a viewing experience that is closer to the
final hardware result in terms of perception of scale and space.

Ergonomics directly affects the ergonomic quality of the final
product. With VR, it is possible to slip into the role of distinct
customers to discuss various hardware features and concepts as early
as possible from the customers’ point of view.

E-Learning, in a CVE, enables users along the development and
manufacturing line to understand upcoming tasks and challenges
before facing actual hardware in early development stages.

Assembly Planning addresses issues during the hardware man-
ufacturing process. Based on virtual data, buildability of parts and
feasibility of assembly lines were examined, as well as securing
layouts for shop floors.

4.2 Avatars in CVE Tools
We asked interviewees about tools they were using to work in avatar-
supported CVEs. We observed three common VR tools interviewees
mentioned (see Fig. 1, Tools) and exclude tools mentioned only
twice or less often. In general, these tools are primarily used in
early phases and adopted for different use cases. The mostly used
tools are shown in Figure 2. Overall, users are represented by robot-
like avatars with a name tag over their heads or cardboard goggles.
These avatars are regarded as low-fidelity representations by the
key users. Most often, interviewees emphasized the difficulty to
distinguish between users and the peril of recognizing another user
in the environment as the representation is rarely visible.

4.3 User Types
As interviewees varied widely in their domain expertise, we classi-
fied key users into four types that we identified during our analysis
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Figure 1: The matrix displays interviewees grouped by user types and domain tasks. Beneath, the
self-rated VR experience is given. For each interviewee, their used tools are assigned. Based on
answers given to questions regarding RQ1 and RQ2 (see Table 1), we collected the identified codes
and reclassified them to highlight special fields of interest for each interviewee. Therefore, we took the
value of each code frequency per interview to evaluate the sequential coloring based on saturation for
each row (lowest code frequency : light blue to highest code frequency : dark blue ).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Screenshots of most used
CVE tools by key users. (a) Engi-
neering Hub1 with robot-like avatars
and labels. (b) VRED2 with robot-like
avatars. (c) IC.IDO3 with cinema-like
goggles and virtual hands.

process (see Fig. 1, User Types). These refer to their knowledge
regarding VR environments, the influence on peers and the degree
of involvement when establishing and improving VR tools.

Consumers typically enjoy working with VR, when it is easy to
use. They emphasize issues regarding limited possibilities to express
yourself and perceive others. Consumers mostly collaborate with
familiar peers (6 of 8 consumers) (see Fig. 1, Collaboration). Users
in this group mostly work on object-centered tasks collaboratively
(see Fig. 1, Task), meaning users look at a specific 3D model. In
general, a discussion rarely emerges.

Supporters are characterized by helping consumers to work with
their VR tools. Supporters recommend tools to their peers and
have the role of a multiplicator. 6 of 7 supporters would choose a
medium- or high-fidelity avatar, meaning a higher degree of realism
and anthropomorphism. Unlike consumers, supporters described
their virtual sessions as mostly discussion-centered. Generally, 3D
models are present, yet, discussions are the focal point.

Developers inherit all traits of the supporters. However, they
additionally build their own concepts based on feedback through
consumers and supporters. They look at specific use cases, focusing
on developing user concepts to help build and improve VR tools and
experiences in general. However, they are in need of reliable repro-
ducibility of avatar behavior to discuss problems and improvements.

Builders inherit all traits of supporters as well. They build spe-
cific plugins for VR tools based on needs supporters and developers
report. Builders have the highest self-rated VR experience. Typi-
cally, they consider matters that may not be apparent to others based
on their knowledge and observations. They have a high demand for
avatar customization to increase their immersion even further.

1https://www.daimler-protics.com/ - Engineering Hub
2https://www.esi-group.com/products/virtual-reality - IC.IDO
3https://www.autodesk.com/products/vred/overview - Autodesk VRED

5 ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW RESULTS

Based on our study with 21 key users, we present our qualitative
observations gained from semi-structured interviews. By exhaustive
coding whilst the analysis, we were able to create a matrix containing
the most interesting pieces of our categorized data (see Fig. 1). With
regard to RQ1 and RQ2, we present the current usage context of our
key users of avatar-supported CVEs. With a wide variety of different
observations, we characterize the VR tools and domain tasks that
conclude on our four identified user types (see Fig. 1).

5.1 User Awareness

Awareness is a well-known determinant for collaborative tools in
general [36]. Thus, in terms of CVEs, it is important to be aware of
people that are together with you in the CVE to increase the feeling
of being there. Accordingly, we report results on avatar fidelity,
recognizability of the representation as well as characteristics of
self-representing avatars and the awareness of others.

Avatar Fidelity. Usually, additional hardware is necessary to use
the full potential of VR/AR systems. Thus, we asked interviewees
about the desired fidelity opposed to technological constraints, for
instance, when supplemental equipment is needed. All interviewees
refrained from using additional equipment that is attached to the
body, like motion capturing suits or complex VR gloves. Most would
find these setups interesting, but too cumbersome in an easy-to-use
organizational context, when wanting to swiftly join a session.

14 of 21 key users tended to use less realistic avatars implying
a less complex setup. Yet, half of them suggested being open for
high-fidelity avatars, if that meant using no additional hardware. In-
terviewees favor medium-fidelity avatars for various reasons. Some
wanted to feel disconnected from the virtual self, not wanting to
have an exact copy in the CVE, but a representative. Additionally, 7
of 21 interviewees wanted the freedom to individualize their avatar,
as they fear an automatically created caricature. It would make them
feel uncomfortable inhabiting such a virtual representative.
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"I think it is even more pleasant. Stylizing or abstracting creates
a little distance to reality instead of just leaving your photo on
it." (R11)
However, 14 of 21 interviewees emphasized the imminence of not

being taken seriously when adopting a cartoonish avatar wishing for
humanly avatars for everyone. We identified that this is the mostly
mentioned reason why key users disapprove low-fidelity avatars.

Recognizability and Self-Representation. Awareness of users
seems to be related to the recognizability of the representations. 85%
of interviewees reported on how the avatar should resemble their real
life selves in a certain way, making it recognizable. This is especially
relevant when interacting with yet unfamiliar co-workers. While
most (90%) key users reported knowing their virtual counterpart
before collaborating virtually, 12 of 21 noted to have already collab-
orated with entirely unknown counterparts. In this case, robot-like
avatars were making it harder to familiarize.

17 of 21 interviewees indicated that a self-representing virtual
avatar is important to gain trust and feel comfortable in a virtual ses-
sion in general, but highlighted that it would only have an increased
value when using an avatar for the first time. Further, we asked
to describe the ideal avatar. Some interviewees then emphasized
the importance to have an appealing avatar for their counterparts
representing their best visual features. Especially, when collabo-
rating with unfamiliar peers, 12 of 21 interviewees indicated the
significance of a satisfying self-avatar, as opposed to sessions with
already familiar peers (7 of 21).

"I only create the avatar for my counterpart not for myself, as
I do not see it anyway. That means I would always design my
avatar from as I would like to be perceived by my counterpart.
That is how I actually do it with my real body." (R08)
We observed that users who are using avatar-supported CVEs for

the first time think they see their own avatar when actually seeing
the avatar of their counterpart. This matter highlights the relevance
of being introduced to your virtual self in order to get the chance to
acquaintance with your avatar and raise confidence.

"Some users do not understand that you need the VR controllers
and HMD to appear in the virtual session as yourself. For
instance, many think that a robot avatar [counterpart] in the
virtual scene is their own, when it is not. (R03)"

5.2 Social Behavior in Virtual Environments
Research indicates that real-world social phenomena can be trans-
ferred into virtual environments [2]. Key users also mentioned
situations where they felt uncomfortable as well as core aspects for
communication and social interaction.

Inconvenient Situations in Virtual Behavior. Awkward or un-
comfortable situations based on user behavior may also arise in
CVEs. We observed that 4 of 21 interviewees have been in situa-
tions that made them feel uncomfortable. However, they indicated
that the other participant not implicitly had the intention to do so.
For instance, inconvenient situations arose, when a user came into
proximal distance entering the personal zone.

"You strive for what you know from the real world. It is actually
uncomfortable when someone is too close to you. Then you
move, just to have some distance." (R05)
16 of 21 interviewees reported that potential bystanders in the real

world make users wearing an HMD uncomfortable, too. In general,
it is not possible to see who or how many peers are with you in
the same space and what they are doing, thus, increasing insecurity.
Furthermore, we observed this phenomenon is not limited to co-
located collaboration as some interviewees implied the desire to see
who is attending a CVE session in distributed sessions.

"I want to see who in India is wearing the HMD and that there
are two bystanders. So I know if it is a one-to-one or one-to-
many relationship." (R02)

Communication. We observed that the aspiration for specific
communication modalities varied between use cases. Most of the
tools used VR controllers to visualize hand positions in form of
virtual controller models, but no tool supported facial expressions
in any form. Thus, we visualized user answers with regard to the
importance of non-verbal cues and task focus (see Fig. 1, Task
& Non-Verbal Cues). Overall, facial expression is essential when
having discussion-centered CVE sessions and gets less important
in object-centered CVE sessions (see Fig. 1, Task & Non-Verbal
Cues). Interviewees reported, when having emotional discussions,
users are missing coequal face-to-face encounter (13 of 21) as well
as social interaction. They seek to have an indicator of the current
state of mind with micro-expressions of their counterpart to interpret
specific statements. 16 of 21 interviewees emphasized that hand
postures are more important in most of their object-centered use
cases. Realistic proportions and correct hand transformations are
necessary to point at specific spots, making sure to have a mutual
understanding instead of describing verbally where to look.

"In many cases, it is important to see if I can get somewhere
with my hand. If it looks somehow realistic, is not important.
The fact that you can put your hand in specific parts and see if
you can get past at all, that would definitely help a lot." (R04)

Although interviewees privileged hand posture over facial ex-
pression, 7 interviewees who favored hand posture (from 15 of 21)
emphasized additional benefit from facial expressions in any form,
as their use cases gradually shifted, thus, motivating the significance
of both modalities for satisfying CVE session.

Social Interaction and Relationship Formation. Current tools
limit socializing during sessions (17 of 21 key users). If users already
know how their counterpart acts in the real world, they transfer
this behavior onto the avatar, making it easier to communicate,
thus, continuing the real world relationship. Still, missing facial
expression and body posture make it difficult to judge a persons’
state of mind. 16 of 21 key users reported on the value of socially
expressive avatars, as they help to overcome the gap of current avatar
visualizations and to increase perception of feelings and behaviors.

"You focus on your counterpart. There are only a few ways to
know if someone is happy or not. Right now, it’s just a doll."
(R16)

6 DESIGN SUGGESTIONS

Through interviews and observations, we gathered background infor-
mation about our key users within an automotive enterprise setting
and their respective challenges. Understanding their background and
needs is integral for designing avatar-supported CVEs that ultimately
aim to support their day-to-day use. We found that contrary to avatar-
supported CVEs for entertainment, tools with business purpose need
to consider different use-case contexts and various social hierarchy
conditions. Thus, our insights highlight the fact that key users within
an automotive enterprise setting have different needs with respect to
avatar-supported CVEs than presented by across-the-board research.

6.1 Social Aspects for Communication
As discussed before, the benefit of virtual collaboration lies in the
interaction between peers. Thus, we reflect on social aspects that
should be considered for successful and proper communication.

Intensify Social Interaction by Allowing Non-verbal Cues.
As a means to intensify social interaction, we propose to consider
non-verbal upper-body cues equally. Users’ state-of-mind within a
virtual environment is not conveyed through facial expression alone,
but body language as well [8]. Still, users efficiently compensate for
missing social cues [34]. This may lead to the inability of judging
specific statements through one of our key users who was not able
to distinguish between joking or being serious. Here, it is crucial to
pay attention to the actual benefit of each cue, hence, we advise to
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carefully apply expressive avatars to the key users’ specific needs
regarding use cases, while still supporting socializing in VR.

We can confirm that avatars can improve social presence and the
overall VR experience [33]. Here, the level of interactional realism
is as important as emotional expressiveness [10] for influential and
meaningful social interaction. Interviewees described social interac-
tion as a clear need to judge a peer’s state of mind. Currently, this is
hardly possible, except if users in a session are familiar with each
other. Yet, this is often not the case. Here, interaction concepts that
highlight a users’ state of mind in a novel way might be promising.
Concepts like emotes or emojis [41] might also proof beneficial, but
haven’t been applied or researched in organizational VR yet.

Consider Behavioral and Hierarchical Aspects. As the virtual
representation becomes more complex, we propose to embed guide-
lines to prevent improper behavior. With research indicating that
real-world behavior can be transferred into virtual environments [2],
we observed that inconvenient situations, such as invading personal
space, indeed influence the respective user. Some users even feel
uneasy if they are too close to other virtual participants in the CVE.
Thus, proxemics need to be observed carefully, as users embodying
avatar movements in VR feel violations of personal space more
intense [5]. Here, perception of avatars is critical to understand
social dynamics in CVEs and potential ethical risks [30]. Thus, we
strongly support the claim of using social norms theory to form be-
havioral rules for CVEs. Interpersonal dynamics, based on standing
in the company, experience or familiarity between peers, shall not
be disturbed by either improper avatar design and behavior. Peers
would not want to risk accidentally displaying improper demeanor
towards higher-ups that are present in a meeting.

Improve Attitude towards CVEs. To communicate the benefits
of virtual representations we propose to prepare users for the ex-
perience. The degree of immersion is an often unseen benefit by
users that are not yet familiar with VR. Thus, using the immersive
character to increase acceptance of a user towards CVE tools and
the feeling of presence [31] is a key for a satisfying VR experience.
Increasing the engagement in a CVE helps raise acceptance towards
the technology. However, specifying influence factors for immersion
and presence to build up acceptance still needs to be considered [29].
Some of our key users described a changing attitude towards CVEs
by peers that were voluntarily introduced to the technology, helping
them to accept its benefits. Here, we also stress the importance of
being introduced to your avatar, in order to raise trust and confidence
in your representation and to help overcome doubts.

6.2 Consider Avatars of all Participants

Not only social aspects need to be considered, but also the actual rep-
resentation of peers within a CVE. These are critical for a successful
introduction of virtual avatars in an organizational environment.

Foster Familiarity. We propose to raise awareness through per-
sonalized avatars, of others as well as yourself. VR itself has the
potential to enhance mutual awareness as opposed to conventional
technologies [35] and bridge the gap between the perception of
avatars of familiar and unfamiliar peers. The less familiar a peer,
the more relevant it is to properly identify the person behind the
virtual avatar. We identified that interviewees want to use an avatar,
that in some way is recognizable as their own. This confirms Free-
man et al. [11], who considered creating and crafting your own
avatar as a challenging way to experience avatars in CVEs. Our
interviews further indicate that frequent customization might be
counter-productive for day-to-day use, as users would have trouble
to recognize each other. This might also occur, if a peer is virtually
represented in a drastically caricatured manner. Hence, we advise to
set limits and boundaries for customization.

Determine Avatar Fidelity. To increase familiarity we propose
to keep avatar fidelity consistent. Research shows a correlation
between avatar fidelity and self-esteem [17]. However, we could

not confirm nor disprove this finding, as we did not survey this
type of information. We found that key users would accept lower
avatar fidelity, if that means they would not have to use an additional
hardware setup. Users tend to choose their avatars’ visual fidelity
based on different properties [23], as realism for avatars in work
communication is nuanced. Opposed to Freeman et al. [11], we
observed that many interviewees wished for a medium-fidelity avatar
resembling their selves without being a too realistic one-to-one copy.
This preference for medium-fidelity avatars with a high movement
conformity is in line with results indicated by Gamelin et al. [13].

Involve Bystanders. To improve workspace awareness and im-
mersion, we propose to include bystanders in the virtual experience.
An often overseen factor we identified is the need for visualizing
potential bystanders and their behaviors. We confirm the findings
of researchers that highlight the need of systems for a partner envi-
ronment [18]. CVE tools used in the company and most VR-based
consumer applications exclude bystanders from the overall experi-
ence, although it was reported to strongly increase the feeling of
insecurity of the HMD wearer. Users tend to feel uncomfortable if
they do not know who is in the virtual or physical space around them.
Thus, we advise to involve bystanders through camera and sound,
as even simplified representation methods might already produce
significant improvements of comfort and security [32].

7 LIMITATIONS

Before we conclude, we would like to discuss some of the limitations
of our current research. First, saturation of theory given our sample
size does not necessarily imply generalizability of our results. Future
studies with larger sample sizes and populations that are more varied
should empirically validate our findings through more confirmatory
methods, such as surveys or experimental designs. Second, our
intention is not to advocate for any specific avatar representation
in organizational CVEs. Instead, we simply emphasize that stake-
holders of tools need to be embedded in the development process
of introducing enhanced avatar-supported CVEs in organizational
contexts. Finally, our practical recommendations are based solely
on comments of our key users and the implications we have drawn
require additional scrutiny to determine, if they are viable solutions
for CVE processes in organizational contexts.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this interview study, we examined the usage of avatar-supported
CVE tools and the users’ experiences in an organizational setup. We
analyzed our data with an iterative coding process and structuring to
gain insight into those aspects. Based on our findings, we derived
design suggestions for avatar representations within organizational
CVEs. We would like to note that these recommendations are not
intended to represent concrete guidelines, but are intended to point
out directions for future work that must be looked into more deeply.

There are a number of directions for future research that are im-
plied within our design suggestions. First, we plan to continue our
observational field work to see whether our implications are con-
ferrable to an expanded group of users. Second, we will continue to
explore different dimensions of avatar-supported CVEs as guided
in our discussion. We are particularly interested in getting a better
understanding of the required avatar fidelity in organizational set-
tings and address shortcomings of non-verbal cues for current virtual
avatars. Here, we will develop prototypes that provide examples
of avatars with different fidelities to investigate how our key users
perceive distinctive representations in a CVE. Overall, we want to
help closing the gap between research and practice in a meaningful
manner from both ends.
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